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Current Affairs of the Day 
Kerala tops in holding Assembly sittings in 2021 

• Kerala, which slipped 

to the eighth slot in 

holding Assembly 

sittings during the first 

wave of the COVID-19 

pandemic in 2020, 

returned to the top spot 

in 2021, with its House 

sitting for 61 days, the 

highest in the country. 

• The State’s showing 

was impressive as 2021 

saw the more virulent 

second wave of the 

pandemic. In fact, 

between 2016 and 

2019, it remained at the top with an average of 53 days. 

• Despite enjoying the record of having the highest number of sittings in 2021, Kerala 

(where the Left Democratic Front is in power since May 2016) had promulgated 144 

ordinances, also the highest in the country.  

• Governments promulgate ordinances, which are required to take immediate action on 

any matter, during the intervening period of two sessions. 

• Making the findings in its study on the functioning of State Assemblies for 2021, the 

PRS Legislative Research (PRS), a New Delhi-based think tank, states that for the 

year in question, Odisha followed Kerala with 43 sitting days; Karnataka with 40, and 

Tamil Nadu 34 days.  

• But for the top three States, the average number of sittings of State legislatures would 

have been far lower than the present figure of 21 days. 

• Of the 28 State Assemblies and one Union Territory’s legislature, 17 met for less than 

20 days. Of them, five — Andhra Pradesh, Nagaland, Sikkim, Tripura and Delhi — 
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met for less than 10 days. The figures for Uttar Pradesh, Manipur and Punjab were 17, 

16 and 11, respectively. 

Minimum days of sitting: 

• The National Commission to Review the Working of the Constitution (2000-02), 

headed by former Chief Justice of India M.N. Venkatachaliah, had prescribed that the 

Houses of State (/Union Territory) legislatures with less than 70 members, for 

example, Puducherry, should meet for at least 50 days a year and other Houses (Tamil 

Nadu), at least 90 days. (Ten falls under the first category; 20 under the second). 

• The Presiding Officers’ conference, held in Gandhinagar in January 2016, suggested 

State legislatures hold a minimum of 60 days of sittings in a year. Between 2016 and 

2021, the PRS points out, 23 State Assemblies met for an average of 25 days. 

• As for the ordinance route, which should be, according to the Supreme Court, used 

under exceptional circumstances, 21 out of 28 States promulgated ordinances last year. 

Andhra Pradesh with 20 ordinances and Maharashtra with 15 followed Kerala. 

 

Govt issues new health warnings and image for tobacco products 

• The Union health ministry notified that 

all tobacco products manufactured, 

imported or packaged on or before 

December 1, 2022, will display a new 

image and two new warnings. 

• Tobacco products manufactured, 

imported, or packaged on or after 

December 1, 2023 will display the second 

image with textual health warning 

“tobacco users die younger,” according to 

the new health warnings notified by the 

ministry. “Any person engaged directly 

or indirectly in the manufacture, 

production, supply, import or distribution 

of cigarettes or any tobacco products 

shall ensure that all tobacco product 

packages shall have the specified health 

warnings exactly as prescribed,” the ministry said. 
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Why an aircraft carrier matters, even more so that it is Made in 

India 

The Indian Navy on July 28 took delivery of IAC-1, the nation’s first indigenously built 

aircraft carrier from its manufacturer, Cochin Shipyard Ltd. The carrier, which after 

commissioning will be called ‘Vikrant’, has been handed over to the Navy ahead of 

schedule.  

• An aircraft carrier is one of the most potent marine assets for any nation, which 

enhances a Navy’s capability to travel far from its home shores to carry out air 

domination operations. 

• Many experts consider having an aircraft carrier as essential to be considered a “blue 

water” navy — that is, a navy that has the capacity to project a nation’s strength and 

power across the high seas. 

• An aircraft carrier generally leads as the capital ship of a carrier strike/ battle group. 

As the aircraft carrier is a prized and sometimes vulnerable target, it is usually escorted 

in the group by destroyers, missile cruisers, frigates, submarines, and supply ships. 

And why is it a big deal that this warship has been Made in India? 

• Only five or six nations 

currently have the 

capability of 

manufacturing an aircraft 

carrier, and India has 

joined this prestigious 

club now.  

• India’s has had aircraft 

carriers earlier too — but 

those were built either by 

the British or the 

Russians. The ‘INS 

Vikramaditya’, which was commissioned in 2013 and which is currently the Navy’s 

only aircraft carrier, started out as the Soviet-Russian warship ‘Admiral Gorshkov’. 

• India’s two earlier carriers, the ‘INS Vikrant’ and the ‘INS Viraat’, were originally the 

British-built ‘HMS Hercules’ and ‘HMS Hermes’. These two warships were 

commissioned into the Navy in 1961 and 1987 respectively. 
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• According to the Navy, over 76 per cent of the material and equipment on board IAC-

1 is indigenous. This includes 23,000 tonnes of steel, 2,500 km of electric cables, 150 

km of pipes, and 2,000 valves, and a wide range of finished products including rigid 

hull boats, galley equipment, airconditioning and refrigeration plants, and steering 

gear. 

• The Navy has said earlier that more than 50 Indian manufacturers were directly 

involved in the project, and about 2,000 Indians received direct employment on board 

IAC-1 every day. Over 40,000 others were employed indirectly. 

• The Navy has calculated that about 80-85 per cent of the project cost of approximately 

Rs 23,000 crore has been ploughed back into the Indian economy. 

 

Suspension of MPs: the rules, and the powers of presiding officers 

Over this week, the two Houses of Parliament have suspended 27 MPs between them. 

Who can suspend MPs, and for how long? Can courts intervene in a matter of 

suspension of MPs? 

• Rules for ensuring the smooth functioning of Parliament have been unchanged since 

1952.  

• First, the presiding officers can direct an MP to withdraw from the House for any 

disorderly conduct. If the MP continues disrupting the House, the presiding officer can 

“name” the legislator. After that, the House can move a motion to suspend the MP 

until the end of the session. These powers are common to the presiding officers of both 

Houses. 

• In 2001, during Speaker G M C Balayogi’s term, Lok Sabha changed its rules to give 

the Speaker more powers to deal with grave and disorderly conduct.  

• As per this new rule, the Speaker can “name” an MP, who shall then automatically 

stand suspended for five days or the remaining part of the session. This rule removes 

the need for the House to pass a motion for suspension. Rajya Sabha has not 

incorporated this provision in its procedures. 

Can courts intervene in a matter of suspension of MPs? 

• Article 122 of the Constitution says parliamentary proceedings cannot be questioned 

before a court: “No officer or Member of Parliament in whom powers are vested by 

or under this Constitution for regulating procedure or the conduct of business, or for 
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maintaining order, in Parliament shall be subject to the jurisdiction of any court in 

respect of the exercise by him of those powers”. 

• In some cases, however, courts have intervened in the procedural functioning of 

legislatures. For example, the Maharashtra Legislative Assembly passed a resolution 

in its 2021 Monsoon Session suspending 12 BJP MLAs for a year. The matter came 

before the Supreme Court, which held that the resolution was ineffective in law 

beyond the remainder of the Monsoon Session. 

 

MAINS 

DAWP 

Q1. State control in coal and power sector is main driver of India 

twin deficit challenge. Critically discuss.  

MCQs 
Q1. The IAC-1 or the ‘INS Vikrant’ is manufactured by  

a. Cochin Shipyard Ltd.  

b. Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited 

c. Hindustan Shipyard Limited 

d. Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers 

 


